
C H A P T E R T H R E E

Theories:
What they are and
what they are not

In chapter 2, I invoked the concept of theory several times. In chapters
4 and 5, I will discuss what differences there are between meta-
physical theories and scientific theories and what the problems are in
generating and testing theories. But we will pause here to examine the
concept of theory itself.

A theory is, in the broadest sense, one or more hypotheses about some
particular subject matter, such as mechanics, optics, inter national
trade, disease transmission, lear ning, pest control, ethics, infinite num-
bers, or sexual maturation. A theory is, in brief, an attempt to come to
grips with, to make sense of, to explain, and in some instances to con-
trol and predict, something of particular interest to us, often some fea-
ture of the world (children ’s growth, climatic changes, audio repro-
duction, etc.), but sometimes something as ‘ abstract ’ as provability or
existence in mathematics.

On this account, we all construct theories constantly. Some of
them may be relatively long-lived; for example, you might theorize
that investing one-tenth of your net income in gover nment bonds is
the best manner to save for your retirement and might subscribe to this
theory and put it into practice (follow its precepts) for all of your
working lifetime. Other theories might be rejected almost im-
mediately; for instance, the theory that the noise in a distant part of
your friend ’s apartment was caused by someone ’s knocking on a win-
dow. It may happen that no sooner does this theory cross your mind
than it might immediately be discarded, particularly if you happen to
recall that you are visiting in an apartment on the forty-second floor.

It might strike you as rather overstated, even a bit pretentious, to
call a momentarily entertained belief that someone is knocking on the
window a “ theory ”. Y u may find that you want to reserve the ter mo
“ theory ” for something somewhat more elaborate, more specialized –
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for example, a theory about chemical reactions, or immunization, or
electromagnetic radiation. Y u might, that is, be inclined to reserve theo
ter m “ theory ” exclusively for recognizably scientific contexts.

But there is no particular need to be diffident about conceiving of
commonplace, even momentary, beliefs – e.g. about the cause of a
noise in an apartment – as theories. Scientists have no more proprie-
tary claim to “ theory ” than they have to ter ms like “ experiment ”, or
economists have to ter ms like “ profit ”. T be sure, there is, for ex-o
ample, a specialized sense of “ profit ” which economists adopt in their
economic writings, but that sense is certainly not the only viable
sense. W can, and do, for example, talk about the profit, not monetarye
or capital gain certainly, in reading a good book, or taking a vacation,
or quitting smoking. There unquestionably is this more general notion
of “ profit ” having to do with gaining a good of any sort. So too is
there a notion of “ experiment ” which includes, but is not restricted to,
the kinds of deliberately crafted laboratory experiments conducted by
scientists. The four-year-old child, in rubbing one crayon over a mark
made by another crayon, is experimenting with colors and textures; a
chef substituting one spice for another specified in a recipe is ex-
perimenting with flavors; and so on. And so it is with the ter m
“ theory ”. Theorizing is not something confined to the scientific con-
text, nor is it the sole preserve of the trained scientist. All of us
theorize. W theorize about the cause of the delay in the mail, the beste
way to handle the grievance from the shop steward, whether there is
an afterlife, how to avoid having to buy a new vacuum cleaner,
whether it would be profitable to search the house for our missing
notes for the report we are writing or whether to assume that they are
forever lost and it would be best to try to reconstruct them, etc. 

(Y u may recall, a moment ago, at the very end of chapter 2, Io
wrote: “ Frequently, I will venture to say something bolder, to wit,
something tantamount to, ‘ This is the way such-and-such a concept
ought to be understood. ’ When I do that, I will not merely be report-
ing how the concept is used; I will be suggesting how we might
profitably revise or refine our concept for further use. ” Notice that this
is precisely what I have just been doing, in discussing how the concept
of theory is to be understood, and I will continue to do so throughout
the rest of this current chapter. I am not merely saying that such-and-
such is the way the concept theory is used; I have been arguing, and
will continue to argue, that to adopt a certain usage is useful and
profitable. In short, I am not just engaging in a piece of descriptive
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1lexicography,* but I am here doing philosophy, in this particular
case, recommending how we might best, or at least usefully, regard
the concept of theory. I have, that is, started upon a philosophical
theory about, interestingly enough, the very concept of theory itself.
Hereinafter, however, as I continue this sort of exercise for a variety
of other concepts, I will not again explicitly direct your attention to
the fact that I am not only reporting how a concept is ordinarily used,
but also, and more importantly for my purposes, making a proposal
how I think it might better be used. Concepts, after all, are intellectual
tools. W are not duty-bound to leave them as we find them. W aree e
entitled to tamper with them, to experiment with them, in an effort to
try to improve them. And having wrought modifications in a concept,
we are entitled to offer those changes to others, along with our reasons
for the revisions and with samples of their uses, so that others may
have grounds for accepting, rejecting, criticizing, or modifying our
handiwork in tur n.)

Some authors like to make a distinction between hypotheses on the
one hand and theories on the other. The distinction is akin to that be-
tween sentences and paragraphs: a paragraph may consist of a single
sentence, but it may also consist of a great many sentences grouped
together by a common subject matter. Similarly, a theory may con-
sist of a single hypothesis, but it may also consist of a great many
hypotheses grouped together by a common subject matter. Because
theories are, in the end, collections of one or more hypotheses, I will
not usually distinguish between the two. I am as happy to talk about
hypotheses as I am about theories.

A theory, on this account, is a guess, sometimes a remarkably in-
sightful guess, sometimes one containing several propositions*, but a
guess, hypothesis, or conjecture nonetheless. I use all these ter ms,
“ guess ”, “ conjecture ”, and “ hypothesis ”, almost interchangeably. The
only difference is that while all hypotheses are guesses, not all guesses
are hypotheses. A child may hide a jelly bean in one of her fists and
ask her brother, “ Which one? ” If the brother tries, using his knowl-
edge of his sister ’s typical behavior, to figure out in which hand she is
likely to have concealed the candy, then he is constructing a hypothe-
sis. But if he chooses at random, makes a stab in the dark as we say,
he is merely guessing, not hypothesizing. The difference is that a
hypothesis is something more, but often little more, than just a guess.

———————

1. See “ descriptive definition ” in Glossary.
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It is an attempt to make sense of, or to predict the truth of some fea-
ture of the world by calling upon one ’s prior knowledge of the world
and some rational grounds for expecting it to be of one sort rather than
another. But with this said, I will not trouble myself further with
trying to offer a decisive account of the difference. Guesses and
hypotheses are similar enough to one another that – for present pur-
poses – a precise account of their subtle differences is not required.

Some theories – e.g. that someone is knocking on the window –
may be regarded to be among those things which may be judged true
or false. But other theories do not lend themselves to being judged
true or false – e.g. the theory (next chapter) that we should prefer ex-
planations of natural events in ter ms of causes rather than in ter ms of
purposes. These latter sorts of theories must be judged on other
criteria; for instance, Is the adopting of the theory useful? Does it
allow us to get on better than do alter native theories? Is it simpler than
alter native theories? W will retur n to the matter of appraising suche
theories later, in chapter 6, where we will examine metaphysical theo-
ries in greater detail.

Theories of the sort which allow for being judged true or false do
not cease to be theories when their truth or falsity becomes known. A
theory – just like a guess – may be true; equally well a theory may be
false. This is not to say of course that any one theory may be both true
and false. I mean simply that something ’s being a theory does not
preclude its being true: it may be, or then again, it may not be. And
thus a theory does not cease to be a theory when its truth comes to be
regarded as a virtual certainty. Geometrical optics is sometimes held
up as an example of a body of knowledge whose truth is a practical
certainty and whose details have been agreed upon, virtually without
change, for more than one hundred years. But despite its durability, it
is still appropriate, within the meaning of the ter m, to call geometrical
optics a “ theory ”. So, too, is it appropriate to talk of the theory that
poliomyelitis is caused by a virus. This latter claim is, so far as I
know, universally assented to within the medical profession. But it is
still perfectly appropriate to call the claim a theory.

I emphasize the point that a theory may be true, that this is no con-
tradiction in ter ms, because there is a bogus, quasi-political, argument
to the contrary which we would do well to scotch.

Some creationists have argued that Creation Science deserves to
be taught in the public schools alongside evolutionary theory, because
both are conjectures and neither can be regarded as established fact.
The flawed argument runs like this: “ The very name ‘ evolutionary
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theory ’ signifies that the claims being made are not proven. Whatever
is proven is called a ‘ fact ’, not a ‘ theory ’. Evolutionary theory is not
proven. It is conjecture; it is a set of beliefs. But insofar as evolution-
ary theory is just that, a theory, i.e. unproven, then so too does crea-
tion theory, admittedly also not proven, deserve to be taught alongside
as an alter native viewpoint. ” The creationist has in this argument
made heavy weather of the word “ theory ”, stating explicitly that the
ter m implies “ not proven ”. This is simply incorrect. It is perfectly
proper to regard a body of propositions which have a certain explana-
tory power, and which are generally regarded as true, as a “ theory ”.
Witness: the special theory of relativity, today so well established that
it is not much challenged; the theory of conic sections, believed by
most, if not all, mathematicians to be absolutely correct and not
profitably to be challenged; and the theory of logarithms. All of these
are theories, and all of them – just like the previously mentioned
theories of poliomyelitis and geometrical optics – are reasonably to be

2regarded as true. If espousers of Creation Science, then, want to make
a case for the teaching of Creation Science in the public schools, they
must do so on grounds other than the claim that evolution and creation
are both theories. F r, from the fact that something is a theory, noth-o
ing whatsoever follows about its worthiness, or unworthiness, to be
taught in the public schools. Whether Creation Science deserves to be
taught depends, rather, on what kind of theory it is: for example,
whether it is religious or scientific, whether it is amenable or immune
to revision, and whether it is strongly or weakly confir med* by the
evidence offered in its support.

Theories which are true or false are called “ truth-valued theories ”.
(Being “ truth-valued ” simply means being “ either true or false ”.)
Among truth-valued theories, just as some may, with virtual certainty
(conviction), be regarded as being true, others may, with equal cer-
tainty, be regarded as being false; e.g. the theory that flies sponta-
neously generate from putrefying meat; the theory that human beings
are the only tool-making animals on this planet; and the theory that it
is possible to construct a perpetual-motion machine. But most truth-
valued theories fall somewhere between the two extremes, some close
to one end or the other, while other theories fall closer to the middle.

———————

2. The list goes on indefinitely: e.g. the theory that light travels at a fixed,
finite velocity; the theory that blood circulates within the human body; or the
theory that genetic infor mation is coded in the DNA molecule.
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This is not, of course, to say that truth-valued theories fall along a
continuum from true to false. There is nothing ‘ between ’ truth and fal-
sity. Any truth-valued theory is either true or it is false; there is no
other alter native. There is, however, a continuum between our attitude
of resolute conviction on the one extreme and our attitude of total dis-
belief on the other. W may well be strongly inclined to view somee
particular theory as true, another theory as false, and still another as
one whose truth or falsity we are unsure about. Thus it is possible, al-
though relatively rare, to be badly mistaken about a theory ’s truth. We
might, for example, take a false theory to be indubitable, even though
– in this case – we happen to have made a mistake, and the theory is,
in fact, false. As human beings, wanting to get on in the world, we
must make reasoned judgments about the truth or falsity, or the utility
as the case may be, of many of our theories. W may, even, feel our-e
selves justified in adopting an attitude of certainty about particular
ones among our truth-valued theories. On occasion, however, the
world fools us; on occasion, the world surprises us. What we are con-
vinced is true sometimes tur ns out – for all that – to be false; and what
we are convinced is false sometimes tur ns out – for all that – to be
true.

In the previous chapter I mentioned that many persons hold to a
variety of theories without even being aware that they do so. I think,
in fact, that we each hold not to just a few such theories, but to a great
many. These theories typically are not especially well-articulated.
Indeed, I am sure that most of the theories each of us subscribes to are
held rather inchoately, below the level of conscious examination. Not
only are we often not aware that we hold them, we would have some
difficulty in articulating them were we to try. The case is analogous to
a person ’s knowing the meaning of a word, but without being able to
give a definition of that word. This is especially true of children.
Children know, that is, are able to use correctly, a great many words.
But they are not able to define those words or tell you what those
words mean. Being able to use a word and being self-consciously
aware of the meaning of the word are two quite different skills. The
latter comes only later in one ’s intellectual development, if it comes at
all. Similarly for theories. Each of us subscribes to an enormous num-
ber of theories but we may be totally unaware that we do, and may be
unable to articulate many of the theories we in fact believe and act
upon.

Theorizing begins at a very early age. Even as the young infant
lies in her crib, she begins exploring her environment and theorizing
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about it. Laboratory data suggest that it takes some weeks before the
infant ‘ catches on ’ to the fact that when objects pass out of view (e.g.
Mother or F ther leaving the room) or one object passes behinda
another object, the obscured object does not ‘ go out of existence ’
([115], 451-3). But what exactly do we mean when we say that the in-
fant ‘ catches on ’ to the fact that most material objects persist (con-
tinue to exist) even though obscured from view by some other physi-
cal object? The most natural way to explicate this notion of ‘ catching
on ’ is to say of the infant that she has posited* the hypothesis (con-
structed the theory) that obscured physical objects continue to exist,
and that, by experimenting, has come to accept this hypothesis. Note,
of course, that we are not saying that the infant has a concept of
hypothesis or of theory. One may create a theory without having the
concept of a theory, just as one may walk or talk without having the
concept walking or the concept talking. And it bears remarking, too,
that some theorizing at least – for example, this very case of the young
infant hypothesizing the persistence of obscured physical objects –
can proceed without a language. Indeed animals which lack languages
can also be regarded as engaging in theorizing, although at a much
less sophisticated level than human beings. Just as animals, e.g. cats
and dogs, can be regarded as having certain kinds of unsophisticated
beliefs, they can as well be regarded as engaging in a kind of low-

3level, unsophisticated, theorizing.
In the eighteenth century, Kant hypothesized (recall the second

quotation from Buber in chapter 2, p. 13) that the human mind is so
constituted as to interpret the data of our senses in such a way that the
external world would present itself to our consciousness so as to be
perfectly describable by Euclidean geometry. If someone were to try
to salvage this theory, and render it in a more moder n idiom, it would
probably emerge as the theory that our brains are hard-wired (prepro-
grammed) to apply a Euclidean computation to the data provided by

———————

3. These sorts of claims – about beliefs and theories held by animals – are
programmatic. At the current level of theory within psycholinguistics, we are
unable to state very precisely just what it is for an animal to have a belief. As
a matter of fact, we are unable to state with much clarity and conviction what
it is for a human being to have a belief. In a way, the claims that animals can
have beliefs and can engage in theorizing are pre-theoretical. They constitute,
not the results of well-confir med theories in psycholinguistics, but rather
some of the intuitively grasped data which we would like to see such
theories, in due course of their development, accommodate.
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our sensory organs. Moder n engineers use the technical ter m “ filter ”
to describe any ‘ black-box device ’ which alters, in a determinate man-
ner, signals or infor mation passing through that device ([102], 352).
Thus polarizers placed on a camera lens are filters, but so too are bass
and treble controls on a stereo amplifier, and so too are many com-
puter programs, e.g. ones which chop text files into readable chunks of
twenty-five lines, or which justify lines of text so that they are all of
unifor m width on a page. In moder n terminology, then, Kant ’s theory
was that the mind acts as a filter on the raw data of sense to transfor m
them in such a way as to confor m to the calculus of Euclidean
geometry, or to put it still another way, the mind is itself a Euclidean
filter. Now this particular claim, both in its original for m and in its
moder n transfor mation, is probably false. W probably are note
preprogrammed to view the world with the kind of specificity inherent
in Euclidean geometry. W may not, that is, be preprogrammed to in-e
terpret the world so that, for example, doubling the lengths of the
sides of a triangle would leave all the angles unchanged. (This latter is
a theorem of Euclidean geometry, but not of some other geometries.)
But we may be preprogrammed to interpret the world in more general
ways, e.g. to conceive of it as having movable, enduring, physical ob-
jects; or to conceive of it as having objects at varying distances from
our personal loci of perception. Since the early-twentieth century, some
experimental psychologists and linguists have tur ned to examine these
sorts of questions empirically: What sorts of beliefs, if any, do we
seem predisposed to adopt? What sorts of concepts, if any, do we
seem naturally to use?

Some of the pioneering work in this field, in particular Piaget ’s in-
vestigations into children ’s understanding of the concept of causality,
remains among the most interesting and philosophically illuminating
([152]). His experimental data showed that children take several years
to develop anything like an adult ’s understanding, and use, of the con-

4cept of causality. P rhaps this very fact that it takes children so longe
to master the concept of causality may help to explain why philos-
ophers have had such a difficult time in trying to explicate it. The
concept of causality may take so long to acquire because it is so com-

———————

4. Some more recent research (see [96], 2-3) would tend to lower, somewhat,
the ages Piaget found for the various stages of mastery of the concept of
causality. Nonetheless, his original finding that it takes children several years
to acquire the adult ’s understanding of the concept remains intact.
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plicated and multifaceted, and indeed probably is not one single con-
cept, but rather a family of concepts.

It should be clear, from the examples I have been giving, that
theories need not be (sets of ) mathematical formulas. Certain philoso-
phers, however, in trying to explicate the concept of a theory, have
focused their attention on the sorts of theories one finds in physics and
chemistry. F r example, Er nest Nagel, taking his inspiration fromo
Norman Campbell (1880-1949), writes:

F r the purposes of analysis, it will be useful to distinguisho
three components in a theory: (1) an abstract calculus that is the
logical skeleton of the explanatory system, and that “ implicitly
defines ” the basic notions of the system; (2) a set of rules that
in effect assign an empirical content to the abstract calculus by
relating it to the concrete materials of observation and experi-
ment; and (3) an interpretation or model for the abstract cal-

5culus, which supplies some flesh for the skeletal structure in
ter ms of more or less familiar conceptual or visualizable
materials. … However [these distinctions] … are rarely given
explicit formulation in actual scientific practice, nor do they
correspond to actual stages in the construction of theoretical ex-
planations. ([139], 90)

By an “ abstract calculus ”, Nagel means a mathematical equation
or a statement expressed using the symbolism of moder n mathematics
or logic, e.g.

(3.1) F = ma

(3.2) I = E / R
2 2(3.3) Z = √[R + (X – X ) ]L C

 Such symbolic expressions are, in the first instance, to be conceived
only as formulas which may be manipulated by the rules of some
system. The “ F ”, the “ m ”, the “ a ”, etc. are to be regarded merely
as variables, in much the same way that a high-school teacher may

———————

5. The metaphor, “ skeleton ” and “ flesh ”, which Nagel adopts here is not just
his own: it is a familiar one which dozens of other philosophers of science
have appropriated as well.
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instruct students to manipulate expressions in algebra, such as
2“ x + 11 = 29.49 ”, without specifying whether the variables are to

stand for dollars, acres of far mland, milliliters of sulfuric acid, or
scores on tests of eye blink frequencies. Only at the second stage is
meaning to be assigned to the symbols, e.g. “ F ” may be said to stand
for “ force ”, “ m ” for “ mass ”, and “ a ” for acceleration, so that a for-
mula such as (3.1) above might then be read as expressing Newton ’s
second law of motion. Similarly, under the proper interpretation of
“ I ”, “ E ”, and “ R ”, (3.2) above may be read as expressing Ohm ’s law,
and under a proper definition for “ Z ”, “ R ”, “ X ”, and “ X ”, (3.3)L C
above may be read as expressing the formula for calculating the im-
pedance of a resistor-capacitance-inductor circuit.

T be fair, Nagel explicitly denies that this philosophical recon-o
struction which he is offering is meant to portray precisely what you
might expect to find in physics texts and journals, nor is it meant to
capture the “ actual stages in the construction of theoretical explana-
tions ”. Nagel ’s explication, which is promoted by a great number of
other philosophers of science as well, is intended to reveal no more
and no less than the ‘ logical structure ’ of scientific theories.

Philosophical ‘ reconstruction ’ is a peculiar business. Even among
philosophers who nominally belong to the same school of philosophy,
there are remarkably different opinions as to what, properly, ought to

6go into a philosophical reconstruction. Nagel, in this passage, has
allied himself with the so-called formalist branch of Analytic philoso-
phy. The formalist approach may be contrasted with the contextualist

7(or ordinary-language ) approach. The differences between these two
approaches were more clear-cut and topical in the 1950s than they are
currently, but something of the attitudes each wing took toward philos-
ophy still characterizes many contemporary philosophers. Although

———————

6. Incidentally, there are a few well-known, widely read, philosophers all
bearing the name “ Nagel ”. I am here writing of Er nest Nagel.

7. Neither “ contextualist ” nor “ ordinary-language ” are particularly good de-
scriptions of the analytic philosophers who are not formalists. A more apt,
but even less explanatory, description would be simply “ non-formalist ”. V rye
crudely, the non-formalists put more stock into trying to incorporate into their
analyses of concepts something of the context-dependency of their uses and
the intentions of their users, i.e. what are often called the ‘ pragmatics ’ of their
use.
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not pledging unreserved allegiance to either wing, many contemporary
philosophers tend to identify more strongly with one approach than
with the other.

On the matter of explicating the concept of theory, I depart widely
from the formalists. T focus exclusively, or even primarily, on theo
mathematical and logical features of certain refined theories in phys-
ics, chemistry, and economics strikes me as drawing too restricted a
sample and ignoring too many other critical features. Of course some
theories are highly mathematical (quantum theory, special and general
relativity, string theory [in cosmology], etc.), but this must not cause
us to overlook that the greatest number of our theories are not mathe-
matical ones. W will fail to understand what role theories – bothe
scientific and metaphysical ones – play in our lives if we blinker our
analysis by conceiving of theory overly narrowly. Theorizing per-
meates our human approach to the world. It is not something reserved
exclusively for the accomplished, trained scientist. All of us theorize
constantly, on political matters, human relationships, humankind ’s
place in the world, children, ear ning a living, friendship, loyalty,
death, etc.

Philosophers differ, too, as to whether, and how much, a philo-
sophical analysis ought to try to capture the route or means by which a
concept is acquired. F rmalists will usually dismiss the matter of con-o
cept- and theory-generating as ‘ psychologizing ’, arguing that it has no
proper place in the concer ns of philosophy. Again others, I among
them, take the opposite point of view.

Pick up any textbook which attempts to teach a person physics or
chemistry. The actual mathematical formulas typically will comprise
no more than 5% of the total text, in some books vastly less, perhaps
no more than 1%. Attend some introductory classes in any science,
whether physics, chemistry, economics, sociology, or anthropology.
There you will hear the lecturer speaking almost entirely in English or
some other natural language. Usually the lecturer will write down the
mathematical parts of the lecture on the blackboard, and students will
copy that math into their notebooks. An outsider, looking at those
class notes, might easily mistakenly infer that the lecture was almost
entirely in mathematics. But this is clearly not so. T teach a theory, too
explain it to other persons, to get those other persons to understand the
theory – so that they in tur n can use it, can apply it to the world in an
attempt to understand, manage, and predict what is going on in the
world – one must communicate in a natural language. W never lear ne
theories by first being taught an uninterpreted calculus, and then,
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having mastered the manipulation of the symbols, by being infor med,
at a second stage of initiation as it were, what those symbols refer to.
No, teachers first try to explain to their students what the concepts of
(for instance) mass, profit, capital, velocity, and neurosis are, and then
and only then do they proceed to introduce symbols for those con-
cepts.

T understand why the formalists find the sort of analysis offeredo
by Nagel both alluring and plausible, one must understand that this
sort of analysis has had some very striking historical successes. It is,
to my mind, still the best account available to explain how it is pos-
sible that there can be alter native geometries. F r two thousand years,o
from the time of Euclid to the mid-nineteenth century, there had been
but one geometry: Euclid ’s. The prevailing view as to why there was
exactly one geometry was to the effect that, in some sense, either
because geometry was a logical necessity or because geometry was
imposed by the mind on the data of sense (Kant), there could not be
any more than one. When, finally, several geometries were discovered
(invented) which competed with Euclidean geometry, an explanation
had to be found. The sort of analysis offered by Nagel and other for-
malists serves that purpose admirably. By conceiving of each and
every geometry as, in the first instance, consisting of just a set of unin-
terpreted formulas, the way was found to place them all on an equal
footing. All geometries are simply abstract, uninterpreted calculi
saying nothing whatsoever about the real world, and thus none of
them is either true or false. Only when an uninterpreted system is
‘ fleshed out ’ with an interpretation, for example, linking the uninter-
preted ter m “ L ” with something in the actual world that is to count as
a line, can the interpreted geometry thereby created then be tested for
truth or falsity.

Thus the model Nagel presents is powerfully historically motivated.
It has had some stunning success. And indeed I continue to use it
regularly to explain to my own students how it is possible that there
are bona fide alter native, non-Euclidean, geometries. But the question
remains as to how far this particular formal analysis of theory may be
extended. And it is in answering this question that some of the most
fundamental differences in philosophical attitude become vocally con-
tested among analytic philosophers.

Plato is reputed to have had inscribed in the lintel of the entrance
to his Academy the motto “ Let no one who is not a geometer enter. ”
The slogan had a point. Plato looked upon geometry as the ‘ ideal ’ of
knowledge. It was the ‘ most perfect ’ for m of knowledge. Non-geo-
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metrical propositions were regarded as approximating to knowledge to
the degree that they exhibited the rigor and style of geometry.

T be sure, there is something quite remarkable, audacious, eveno
aesthetically pleasing, that is to say, beautiful, in geometry. It is a mar-
vel of the powers of human reason. But to what extent any given mas-
terpiece, whether a geometry, a musical composition, or an act of
bravery, ought to set the standards by which others of that genre are to
be judged remains an issue over which all of us, philosophers and
non-philosophers alike, will perennially argue.

Nagel and other formalists tend to offer specific, idealized,
reconstructions of many of our most fundamental concepts – e.g. of

8theory, of cause, of explanation, indeed even of space and of time –
growing out of analyses of some especially favored particular cases.
Carl Hempel, for example, in explicating the concepts of theory,
cause, and explanation ([90]), invoked the case of a car ’s radiator
cracking when the temperature fell below freezing – a case lending it-
self to prediction by citing antecedent conditions (drop in temperature,
lack of antifreeze, etc.) and known scientific laws (concer ning the
expansion of water when frozen, the tensile strength of metals, etc.).

Non-formalists are temperamentally disposed to cast their nets far
wider, to collect a much greater diversity of cases from which to begin
and then to try to accommodate as much as possible of this diversity
in their analyses. Critics of the formalist approach will argue, for
example, against the appropriateness of Hempel ’s favored example,
objecting that it is an artificially simple case, unrepresentative of cases
such as explaining someone ’s purchasing theater tickets in anticipa-
tion of surprising arriving guests. In the latter case, of human
behavior, there is little expectation of our being able to predict the
purchase nor can we deduce the description of the event from antece-
dent conditions and known scientific laws. Wittgenstein (1889-1951),
although himself having once been a formalist, denigrated the for-
malists ’ approach when he wrote in his posthumous Philosophical
Investigations:

———————

8. It is a fascinating, and eye-opening, investigation to compare the writings
of a formalist on the topic of time (see e.g. Gr ̈  nbaum [84]) with those ofu
sociologists, anthropologists, and psychologists (see e.g. Gurvitch [85]).
Sometimes it is difficult to discer n in just what sense these persons are writ-
ing about the ‘ same ’ thing.
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… in many cases where the question arises “ Is this an appropri-
ate description or not? ” The answer is: “ Y s, it is appropriate,e
but only for this narrowly circumscribed region, not for the
whole of what you are claiming to describe. ” ([216], §3)

A main cause of philosophical disease – a one-sided diet: one
nourishes one ’s thinking with only one kind of example. (§593)

It would be tempting to ask, “ W ll, who is right, the formalists or theire
critics? Which is the correct way to go about doing a philosophical
analysis? ”

If only such questions had straightforward answers. But they do
not. I can see no way at all to offer an answer without begging* the
very question being posed. F rmalists will answer in one fashion,o
non-formalists in another. But who, or where, is the neutral, objective
referee who can adjudicate the debate? So far as I can tell, at this
point, when we have begun to ask questions about how philosophy is
to be done, there can be no definitive or authoritative answers. As I
said earlier, each of you must sample philosophical approaches to find
one suitable for yourself. At some point argumentation comes to an
end and it becomes time simply to choose.

When I was much younger, I did not at all have this attitude
toward philosophy. I was convinced that there must be good argu-
ments for the resolution of any philosophical question. My teachers
seemed so sure of their own philosophical bearings. They never
seemed to experience, let alone confide in us students, any qualms or
misgivings concer ning what they so confidently professed. And for a
while I, too, shared something of what I took to be their attitude: that
one can achieve knowledge and certainty in philosophy, that with ef-
fort and conscientiousness one could aspire to truth in philosophy just
as one could in science. I believed that there were objective standards
in philosophy just as in science and that we philosophers could, if we
were willing to do the work, achieve consensus in our philosophy.

Thirty-five years later that youthful optimism has completely
evaporated. I have unburdened myself of that comfortable delusion.
Indeed, I have gone one step further. Unlike my own teachers, I often
and emphatically explain my own views about philosophy to my stu-
dents, telling them quite explicitly that although I am prepared to
present my views with as much verve as I can, I do not want them to
mistake my enthusiasm for a conviction of certainty. I am certain of
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almost nothing I teach my students. (And likewise for the bulk of this
book.)

My lack of certainty, however, has not dulled my interest. Cer-
tainty has given way to what I regard as a more mature understanding
of human theorizing. W do the best we can, but in the end we cane

9prove almost nothing of what we believe, say, or write. Why, exactly,
this is so, or, more precisely, why exactly I believe this, I will try to
explain in the following two chapters. There I will argue that our
theorizing is underdetermined by the evidence we offer in support of
our theories. And I will argue that this indeterminacy is not just a fea-
ture of our philosophizing, but permeates our attempts to do science as
well. But this is to anticipate.

Some contemporary anthropologists and psychologists have taken
to describing Homo sapiens as the storytelling species, and by this
they mean that we human beings are constantly constructing stories
(hypotheses / theories) in order to make sense of both the usual and the
unusual. These stories range from the myths of primitive societies to
the highly sophisticated theories of quantum mechanics and astrophys-
ics, from the commonplace (“ there are parallel black marks on the
pavement; probably a car skidded ”) to the highly speculative (“ there is
intelligent life elsewhere in this galaxy ”) and to the outrightly meta-
physical (“ there is in each of us an immortal soul ”). But whether this
metaphysical view – that there exists within us a deep motivation to
try to construct ever more and ever better explanations – ever achieves
wide acceptance, there is one thing that must be said of it: it has an en-
dearing kind of self-illustration, for it would itself appear to spring
from the very source it purports to describe.

———————

9. “ … the cause of philosophical disagreement ultimately lies in conflicting
‘ cognitive values ’ that relate to such matters as importance, centrality, and
priority. … Despite the inevitable strife of systems, scepticism regarding
traditional philosophy is not warranted. Because values – cognitive values
included – are important to us as individuals, philosophy remains an impor-
tant and worthwhile enterprise, notwithstanding its inability to achieve a ra-
tionally constrained consensus on the fundamental issues. Indeed, given the
nature of the enterprise, consensus is simply not a sensible goal, and failure
to achieve it is not a defect ” (Rescher [171], xi).


